A Story of Two Books

Two volumes on the attack on the Liberty appeared last year -- some 13 years after the disastrous event. One, *Assault on the Liberty*, by James M. Ennes, Jr., was put out by a major publisher, Random House. It was a straightforward account by a man who was there, the deck officer who stayed on the bridge while Israeli bombs, rockets, torpedoes, machine guns and napalm shredded the practically unarmed American communications ship. Ennes left not the slightest doubt that the attack had been deliberate.

But anyone who thinks the Random House book proves the fairness and editorial balance of the U.S. publishing industry should have another think coming. A few friendly reviews appeared in several important newspapers and magazines, though no reviewer went out of his way to draw the obvious conclusions and wonder why this country should have ever supported or should continue to support such a double-dealing "ally." Those intrigued enough by what they heard to try to buy the book were sorely disappointed. Somehow *Assault on the Liberty* was not available in most bookstores. Ennes's comments on this situation are most enlightening:

(My book) is almost impossible to buy despite the fact that the dealers who display it often find it to be their bestselling title. No New York City store will stock or order the book ... stores that accept orders often find that the orders vanish somewhere in the book distribution system. Reviewers are frequently besieged by angry letters and telephone calls.

American bookstores typically tell would-be buyers that *Assault on the Liberty* is out of print. The truth is that it has never been out of print.

The second book about the Liberty is *Pearl Harbor II* by Jim Taylor, a veteran reporter and writer who lives in Kansas City, Missouri. Taylor's is a much tougher book than Ennes's. It not only goes into the gory details of the Israeli attempt to sink the Liberty and drown all its crew, but it also delves into the earlier acts of Zionist terrorism that led up to it. Consequently, Taylor could not find a major or even a middling publisher. In fact, he hardly found a publisher at all. It finally came out under the imprint of Midwest Publishing Company, a house that no one had ever heard of.

Instauration reviewed *Pearl Harbor II* (July 1980), and we have been told the review accounted for the sale of 500 to 1,000 copies. Since not one review appeared in the mass media, only a few thousand copies have been sold in the U.S. About 40,000 copies, however, have been sold abroad, mainly due to a British publisher with worldwide connections. In an Arabic translation the book has been serialized in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait newspapers. Although the work was written in America for Americans, far more Europeans and Middle Easterners have read it, a pattern that is bound to continue as long as the American blackout persists.

One important means of book promotion these days is to put the author on TV talk shows. Jim Taylor was lined up for such shows in 20 U.S. cities, but after a series of threatening letters from Jewish organizations, 19 out of the 20 stations backed out. The author, however, was given a long interview on BBC in London.

Last fall, Jim Taylor was contacted by Adlai Stevenson III, then senator from Illinois. Stevenson was trying to get the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence to investigate the Liberty affair and he wanted all the available evidence. But only two out of fifteen senators on the committee were willing to go along.

Although Stevenson's investigation was sabotaged by the Jewish lobby and its lickspittle senators, the Senate committee's interest in the affair, stirred up by Taylor's book, put pressure on Israel to pay the U.S. $6 million for damages to the ship, a payment which the Zionist state had managed to avoid for thirteen years. On February 28 last, Taylor said he attended a reception at a Kansas City shopping mall where he was invited to have a drink by four dark-haired, mustachioed men who claimed to be "Arab students." The drink tasted so foul that Taylor went to the men's room and threw up. When he returned, the "Arab students" had disappeared.

Later that evening, Taylor addressed a Mensa meeting. He felt so badly he passed out before he managed to finish his speech. At the hospital doctors found traces of a chemical poison in Taylor's bloodstream. He is still not fully recovered. On April 17 (Good Friday), Taylor, after working for almost 25 years for TV Guide, was fired.

*Pearl Harbor II* is still available for $12.95 from Midwest Publishing House, P.O. Box 27021, Sunny Slope Station, Kansas City, MO 64110.
They’re Alienating Us

Dear Abby made the mistake of putting in a good word for the “boat people.” Her readers disapproved by a margin of 200-1. The “typical” letters which she ran were racially loaded. Funny, but 200-1 is exactly the margin by which Californians voted for Oriental exclusion a century ago -- when they last had the chance.

Hispanic Miami Mayor Maurice Ferre, who opposes all immigration polls, says they constitute “irresponsible journalism and an incitement to hate.”

San Bernardino Sun columnist Jaime Guerra maintains: “The biggest lie about the immigration problem is that refugees and illegal aliens do not take jobs from Americans. They do. I have yet to talk to a labor official who will deny this. For that matter, I have yet to talk to a Latino leader who will not admit, in private, that aliens do take jobs from Americans, mostly from minorities.” At a new industrial complex in California, Guerra found skilled Mexicans dominating the work force, and being paid as little as $3 an hour at jobs for which Americans get over $10, and Mexicans themselves once got $8. Now “there’s just too many of us,” one dryback lamented.

In law, “alienation” is the transfer of title or the legal conveyance of property to another. Aliens are busy “alienating” us. We are being “alienated.” No puns. No word play. Just cold reality.

Even the New Republic is bothered by the invasion. A recent editorial, which noted that one-fourth of the adult Mexican work force is now in the United States, caught “conservative” President Reagan lying in promises made to Hispanic and non-Hispanic audiences on successive days during his campaign. It blasted Reagan's budget-cutting of INS and argued that cynical acceptance of “the collapse of immigration control” along our border is one of America’s “biggest unreported stories.”

Roger Conner, executive director of FAIR (Federation for American Immigration Reform, Box 57066, Washington, D.C. 20037) is making another media blitz. On the “MacNeil/Lehrer Report” he commented on a proposal to put immigration from Mexico on a firm basis: “Trading people for oil is a bad idea: the people stay; the oil will run out.”

“You’d think you were in some town in rural Mexico when you walk into our office,” says a Chicago Public Aid caseworker. “They tell all their friends back in Mexico, and they say, ‘By God, those Americans are even crazier than we thought!’ ”

“Illegal aliens” is plainly specified on thousands of Illinois Department of Public Aid forms that include the names, addresses and phone numbers of the applicants. Yet, says spokeswoman Laurel Loughnane, “We can’t report them to Immigration. It’s the law. We follow the law.” Illinois privacy regulations prohibit the disclosure of information about welfare applicants.

A change has rapidly come over the state’s illegal population. A few years ago they came to work, now they come -- pregnant whenever possible -- for welfare. “It’s something they’ve recently stumbled onto,” says INS investigator Ted Georgetti in Chicago. “The longer they’re here, the more knowledge and sophistication they get about how the system operates . . . They certainly find out they needn’t really work to make ends meet. They certainly have no compunction about going on the federal dole.”

During February, 112 aliens known to be illegal showed up at one Chicago hospital. Exactly six could help out on their bill. And known illegals may be the iceberg’s tip.

Like Laurel Loughnane, most Americans insist on obeying every legal jot and tittle when it is immediately convenient for them to do so. Yet, as the New Republic suggests, they cynically ignore major laws rather than rock the boat. They would rather wait and have aliens rock them right overboard.

One of the blessings visited upon the U.S. by the recent rash of Third World immigrants is a venereal disease, chlamydia, now three times as common as gonorrhea in some American communities. Among its other effects, it can cause trachoma, blindness, sterility, miscarriage and birth defects. Another venereal disease that has recently immigrated to America is a fierce new gonorrhea strain, resistant to both penicillin and spectinomycin, a present from the Philippines. And then there is the epidemic of measles spread about by the unvaccinated muchachos and muchachas of migrant farm workers. In Texas, recently, there were 94 cases in two counties.

Human Zoo

We recently told of a New York judge who declined to jail a slight young man at Riker’s Island because he “would not last ten minutes” amid the sodomy and brutality indigenous there. Noting that both were Jewish, we questioned whether a Majority judge was subject to repeated sexual attacks by inmates and officers alike. On the seventh day, April 28, 1981, he made a final, frenetic attempt to keep others out of his cell by weaving strips of bedsheets through the bars of his door and tying knots so intricate that it took guards fifteen minutes to break through them. He then used other bedsheets to hang himself from his bunk.

The case would have gone unnoticed like...
Gospel Revisited

I encountered the Bible quite early in life and I well remember how puzzled I was at its teachings, especially the New Testament with its emphasis on humility, love, meekness, charity, peacemaking, forgiveness, chastity, long suffering, kindness, non-resistance to evil and other Christian virtues. It was during the Great Depression and, by today's standards, people had every right about this -- because the guards won't listen to me. . . . this has me pretty well shook up right now . . . I hope I can get out of here before they kill me.

Lessons for white prisoners: for attention after death, swallow notes; the only attention you will get while alive is the kind you can do without.

* * *

In other Illinois prison developments:

- Ten former inmates at Pontiac prison were acquitted of all charges, including murder, stemming from a 1978 riot that left three white guards dead. The defendants were all black -- as was over half the jury. Taxpayers coughed up $2.8 million for the trial (on top of some $9 million for riot-related repairs).

"I think this means open season on corrections officers all over the country," said Richard Ores, acting head of the guards' union at Pontiac. The brother of one victim added, "The lives of the rest of the prison guards throughout the country aren't going to be worth a damn." (Their words sounded prophetic less than a week later when rookie guard Donna Payant became the first female correction officer slain on duty in American prison history. William Kunstler leaped to defend the black slayer.)

- Good news and bad news for Chicago's "white meat": The Cook County jail branch of the Black Gangster Disciples, which dominates the inmates and has infiltrated the guards, is now accepting "white boys" as members; but member or not, if you're a weak person, you will still be exploited -- which means oral sex, sodomy, and a 35% tax on your belongings for starters.

- For a really tough Illinois prison, try B-House at Stateville. Guards have new orders to shoot to kill if their safety is threatened. Only 7% of the inmates come under the catch-all category "white." Either it was they who produced the two dozen deadly, battery-activated homemade firearms seized over the past year, or someone should get on the phone to Arthur Jensen.
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Speech Silencers

It is no easier for right-wing activists to hold public meetings or demonstrations in this country than it is for Arabs to build nuclear reactors in the Middle East. A recent Klan meeting in Connecticut was broken up by a hail of bricks and rocks that sent one Klansman to the hospital and injured 21 others, most of them police. An equally violent reaction to a Klan meeting in San Jose, California, injured three or four participants.

Today I witnessed what had to be the most depressing scene yet in the continuing takeover by the mudflow. Twenty robed members of the KKK were prevented from practicing their freedom of speech. They were almost prevented from practicing their freedom to live. They never had a chance. If it were not for the police, I’m convinced they would have been killed. Strong language, I suppose, but I was there.

Which makes me wonder why there were not more whites there. Even if you don’t go along with everything the KKK does, at least they are white! Besides, you should have seen the 2,000 plus demonstrating against the Klansmen. The usual assortment of fringe groups and agitators; Jesus freaks, Communists selling newspapers and waving red flags, Jews, etc. Most of these people were white, but the ones doing the inciting were Negroes, Mexicans and females, who for reasons unknown even brought babies in strollers.

One of the most sickening moments was when I was mingling with the Committee Against Racism crowd across the street from the park. There were all these white people standing around listening to some Afro'd yelling at them not to just give lip service to integration and civil rights but to do something about it. Scary: Negroes leading docile whites who listen politely to their speeches, while across the street, whites are not allowed to speak and are pelted with soft-drink cans thrown mostly by blacks.

But here is what really told me the truth about our dusky friends: during the rioting, the 20 KKK members never defended themselves, but the mob, seeing how helpless and defenseless these guys were, jumped at the chance of getting in a few licks without worrying about getting hit back. I saw one big schwarzer throw a rock at one of the Klansmen, then giggle like a schoolboy and run away — as if the Klan or the police could see him and give chase.

It was all over in fifteen minutes. The Klansmen must have been nuts or the bravest people I know. I overheard one female Afro'd, taking pictures with an expensive camera, say, “They spend money to protect these murderers, and then they take it away from services,” i.e., welfare.

That about sums it up: white men defending themselves and their way of life are stoned and called murderers by the mud people trying to injure and kill them, while the unproductive welfare consumers take pictures with expensive cameras paid for with welfare dollars, spit on us and demand more money.

I’ve come away now fully convinced of the seriousness of our plight. It will be impossible for the Klan to exist without the support of their fellow whites. Secrecy must be kept strict. But where were all the white people at that rally?

There was one bright, albeit brief, moment. Just before the KKK arrived, a shout of “KKK all the way!” could be heard. As I walked closer, I could see several whites in a group. The one shouting “KKK all the way” was a husky, six-foot, six-inch white man. No one, out of that whole crowd of over 2,000, not all of them together, threw anything at him or confronted him. One of the whites near him said, “Right on! I know what it’s all about — I was raised by Southern parents!”

Maybe there’s hope after all.

A few weeks ago the American version of the KGB, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, announced the arrest of eight people in a Klan plot to bomb the Maryland headquarters of the NAACP. At about the same time, ten mercenaries were arrested in New Orleans as they set off on a crazy expedition to take over the 100% black Caribbean island of Dominica. Two or three people with Klan backgrounds took part, so that made it a “Klan invasion.” One of the participants actually described everything to a newsman as the plot was being hatched. At the same time, three Klansmen in Tennessee were arrested for planning to bomb a synagogue.

The scenario never changes. One or two federal agents get together with some naive Majority activists, urge them to violence, teach them how to make bombs or become proficient in firearms and presto! The boys from BATF swoop down and arrest everyone in sight for a “conspiracy” to violate federal gun control laws, explosives laws, cross-burning laws, etc. No one is ever bombed, the hair of no head has been touched, yet decent, if confused, whites are thrown, like Christians to the lions, into cages full of roaring Black Panthers.
More Equal Than Us

We are all ethnics now -- British, Germans, blacks, Gypsies, Cubans, Nippense, Jews, Indians. All are same Americans under the skin, all subcutaneous equals. But not quite. The American of British descent is no longer primus inter pares, according to the newly published Ethnic Almanac (Dolphin Books, Doubleday, 1981, $10.95). Indeed, he is now rather second-rate. The opening paragraph on the Almanac's section on "British ethnics" states "40% of the Englishmen who came to America between 1607 and 1776 were convicted drunks, debtors or runaway servants." To add insult to injury, WASP is used throughout to describe Americans of British descent, although it is admitted it is somewhat of a slur and no other population group is designated by any other than its geographical or historic name. There is even a cute little box headed, "WASP Masters of Destruction," in which the Maxim family is raked over the coals for inventing machine guns, high explosives, silencers "and other deadly devices." There is no corresponding section on "Jewish Masters of Destruction" for their part in building and developing the atomic (Oppenheimer), hydrogen (Teller) and neutron (Samuel Cohen) bombs.

In the Indian section, which has three times the space accorded to British ethnics, we are informed that Anita Bryant is part Cherokee and Johnny Cash one-quarter Cherokee. Red Fox's maternal grandmother was a full-blooded Indian and James Garner's ancestors "interrmaried with American Indians." Billie Jean King, though not described as a lesbian, is described as having Seminole genes. Loretta Lynn is the granddaughter of a Cherokee; Robert Mitchum is only partly a paleface; even Dolly Parton is part Cherokee, as is paint splitter Robert Rauschenberg, who is also part Jewish. Burt Reynolds may have an Italian mother, but he also has a Cherokee grandmother. Jessamyn West, the writer, is a descendant of Comanches on her father's side and her great-uncle, Frank Milhous, was also a branch in Richard Nixon's family tree. Are we to believe that dark, untall, unhandsome Tricky Dick has Comanche corpuscles coursing through his veins? Iroquois Dan Rather is not only mentioned, but grins a wide, forced smile in a beautifully retouched photo. Rather's grandmother's father, it is written, "took an Indian woman."

All the common racial slurs -- except goy and shiksa -- are listed in the Ethnic Almanac and routinely and smashingly condemned.

Yes, we're all ethnics now. But reading between the lines of the Ethnic Almanac we get the idea that America would be a much better country if there had never been any WASPs, or if, having served no good purpose, the WASPs simply disappeared. Perhaps the next edition of the Ethnic Almanac will actually urge this disappearance. Perhaps the last edition will record the disappearance.

In Defense of Poor Southern Whites

The New York Times and the northern media in general have long adjudged poor Southern whites as crude, racist, violent and degenerate -- which is another way of saying they are biologically inferior. The economic reason for Southern deficiencies are never given, an odd omission on the part of those who like to give an economic cause for every human act.

J. Wayne Flint, author of Dixie's Forgotten People (Indiana University Press, 1980, $12.95), writes that these same downtrodden Southern whites were very prosperous in the 1850s; some were even slaveholders. Their nemesis, Flynt asserts, was not the Civil War, but the plantation system, which preferred black slaves to white free labor and thereby dealt a cruel blow to the economic progress of the white yeomen. Their incomes declined, their diets became sparse and by the end of the century they were only managing to survive by becoming sharecroppers or by working for pitifully low wages in the Southern textile mills, mines and other industrial installations. The New Deal exacerbated their plight with the Agricultural Adjustment Act, which encouraged the reduction of cotton acreage and drove many of the remaining small growers into the urban proletariat. By the time of the Great Depression, about all they had left was their fundamentalist religion, their country music, their family loyalty and their racial pride.

The New York Times and its fellow travelers will no doubt continue to mount their crypto-racist assault on poor Southern whites -- an unparalleled hate campaign that has lasted so long it is not likely to end overnight. But these poor whites are still around and will still be around when the Northern power centers have been incinerated by race riots and by the cultural, economic and political anarchy which is the unavoidable legacy of the liberal-minority Weltblick.

Who's Decayed?

A Los Angeles band called Black Flag has composed a song, "White Minority," which has these lyrics:

White minority, white minority,
All the rest gonna be the majority
Gonna breed inferiority
We all gonna die.

These rather cryptic lines were flagrantly racist to the jazz critic of the Los Angeles Examiner (May 8, 1981). What's more, he added, they were a sign of "cultural decay."

Woodstock, of course, was not cultural decay. John Lennon, posing nude with his Japanese wife for a publicity picture, was not cultural decay. A song broadcast coast to coast by any number of radio stations describing how a Mexican justifiably cut off a white man's ear is not cultural decay. "Sha-na-na," a TV show which features creatures who look and act like escapees from a zoo, is not cultural decay.

Eastward Ho!

Imari Abubakari Obadele is the self-proclaimed president of the Republic of New Africa, a nation which, says Imari, will someday comprise the states of Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia and South Carolina. Elections are to be held in October, and only blacks will be allowed to vote.

Imari is not as ridiculous as he sounds. There will either be a separate black homeland in America or there won't be any America, or at least any America that any Majority member can identify with.

That's why Insaturation looks favorably on the Rastafarian movement -- drugs, dreadlocks, reggae and all. Rastafarians want all blacks everywhere to drop out of the white capitalist world (they call it, with some reason, Babylon) and return to Africa to practice a religion that worships the late Haile Selassie of Ethiopia as a black god. But when Rastafarian leaders went to see about preparing for the great migration, the heads of black governments told them they won't accept any foreign blacks unless they have some skills, particularly technological skills. So the Rastafarians, whose leading cult figure, half-white superstar Bob Marley, recently died of cancer in Miami, now preach black liberation in, not from, the New World.

A black homeland in the U.S. would have to include black "free cities" in the North, where almost half the blacks now live, as well as in the South. It is far too late to move a largely urban population back to the hick towns and the sticks.
It will be a project of immense proportions. But the alternative is the end of Homo europaeus in America, either through miscegenation or massacre. That is a much higher price to pay than reshuffling large parts of the American population.

**Machado’s Puzzlement**

Luis Alberto Machado, Venezuela’s minister of state for the development of human intelligence, is puzzled. In an interview in the *Wall Street Journal*, he said he could not understand why North American and European scientists are so much more creative than Third World scientists.

The mathematics they teach in Harvard and Moscow are the same as they teach in Caracas and Bogota, and the potential of all the students is absolutely equal. Why are the results so different? Why do the Nobel Prize winners come from their universities instead of ours?

Since “the potential of all the students is absolutely equal,” Machado had to look far afield for the secret of scientific creativity. He finally found it, “In some manner many students in the most developed countries have been taught to think.” So Machado has started an “Integral Creativity Project” to teach Venezuelans how to think.

If Machado wanted to start a racing stable, he would probably go out and buy the cheapest horses on the market and then “teach” them how to run faster than Pleasant Colony.

The Venezuelan minister is also badly mistaken on another matter. If he wants his countrymen to win Nobel Prizes, he should set up a state-subsidized publicity bureau. Nobel laureates these days are generally more skilled in press-agentry than in writing great literature or making great scientific discoveries.

**Xenophilia Triumphant**

The “conservative” MacArthur Foundation, of which Paul Harvey is a trustee, hands out awards that provide much more money but less publicity than Pulitzer Prizes. The recipients of MacArthur’s largesse this year are two Jewish dissidents from Russia, poet Joseph Brodsky and mathematician Gregory Chudnovsky, and Negro playwright Derek Walcott, who hails from the West Indies. Chudnovsky will get $160,000; Brodsky, $170,000; Walcott, $48,000 a year for five years.

Would it have been too much to ask the MacArthur Foundation to have given these huge amounts of money to American artists and scientists? Since foundations are primarily means of dodging taxes, the dollars handed to Brodsky, Chudnovsky and company should really have gone to the U.S. Treasury in the form of inheritance taxes.

If Americans have to subsidize foundations, could not the foundations, especially a foundation operating entirely on Majority money, return the favor by subsidizing Majority Americans?

The practice of putting foreigners first and one’s own countrymen last is not restricted to the United States. A West German literary prize (value $11,000) was recently awarded to the Soviet Jewish writer, Lev Kopelev. If Greeks in the days of Sophocles had awarded their drama prizes to Egyptians or Babylonians, we would never have heard of Sophocles.

**A Lot of Class**

There’s a war on between little boys and their mostly female teachers. At stake is the boys’ “very masculinity.” They will be needing every bit of it they can muster when they confront young women in whom aggressive drives are being promoted.

The gruntings of a Male Chauvinist Pig let loose in the gardens of neuter? Actually, the warning comes from child psychiatrist Car­lotta G. Miles in the April 1981 issue of *The Education Digest*. She finds the modern classroom tailored to the female mind:

> The male brain learns by manipulating its environment yet the typical student is forced to sit long hours in a classroom. The male brain is visually orientated but classroom instruction demands attentive listening. Boys are clumsy at fine hand coordination but are forced at an early age to express themselves in writing. Finally, they have little opportunity -- other than at recess -- for gross motor movement or rapid muscular response.

The most masculine boys are sometimes provoked into hyperactive responses and a disdain for learning.

Little girls, on the other hand, might actually begin developing their verbal skills much earlier and more thoroughly, though abstract thinking should be postponed.

Dr. Miles is simply re-emphasizing what Corinne Hutt, Alice Heim and a host of other female scientists have consistently maintained. But most Americans will never hear the voices of these intelligent women until a way is found to tune out the gynecoid Betty Freidans.

**Book Ends**

What’s incredibly warm and sensitive and will nestle complacently on your bookshelf for only $51.05 ($52.90 in Canada)? The new Dell paperback Jewish library, that’s what. Eleven of the 24 volumes are exclusively or significantly devoted to the Holocaust -- which hardly seems fair to the other 3,000 or so years of Jewish history. *Alan and Naomi* is “a fine addition to the growing body of Holocaust literature for children,” says the Children’s Book Review Service. Dell promoters write: “Alan Silverman doesn’t want to give up his afternoon stickball games for anyone -- especially not for Naomi Kirshenbaum. But when Alan sees Naomi’s haunted face and learns about her horrifying experiences in France during World War II, he changes his mind.”

The children’s titles seem especially concocted to induce a Jewish Princess Complex. In addition to Naomi, we have:

**Introducing Shirley Braverman.** “A gentle, perceptive girl grows up in Brooklyn against a backdrop of World War II air raid drills, blue star flags, and an ever-present dread of telegrams.”

**Starring Sally J. Freedman as Herself.** “While living in Miami Beach during the winter of 1948, Sally J. Freedman frequently imagines herself a movie star .... But then a sinister figure enters Sally’s world and imaginative mind -- Adolf Hitler.”

**Are You There, God? It’s Me, Margaret.** Margaret Simon chooses a religion.

**Readers can guess what The Devil in Vienna is about, but -- When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit? Take it from Dell, it’s a “sensitive narrative.”**

Not to be outdone, Bantam Books is introducing its own Jewish Bookshelf, with 8 of 26 adult titles Holocaust related. All five of the children’s books are set in the early 1940s.

If anything, the Bantam selections are even cuddlier than Dell’s. But there is a dark lining to *Gentlehands*, by M.E. Kerr: “To impress his new girlfriend 16-year-old Buddy Boyle takes her to visit his refined and urbane German grandfather -- who turns out to be a notorious Nazi war criminal.”

**Lockjaw**

“[The Russians] visited General Electric several times to try to jow down our price, if you will.” The man named best chief executive for 1981 by his fellow chairman in the Fortune 500 corporations actually said that at a University of Pennsylvania business symposium, Reginald H. Jones, the recently retired head man at GE, was promptly called by the ADL watchdogs, before whom he bowed and scraped until they re-stamped him with their K.
Dagger in the Heart

Democratic and Republican political action committees are now gearing up for the 1982 congressional elections. The Republican hit list features Senator Paul Sarbanes of Maryland and Senator Fat Face, who both come up for re-election next year.

To stem the flow of what they call “fat cat” money, the Democrats are not going to limit their ads to attacks on Republican candidates’ campaign funds, the idea being to scare off rich Republicans who won’t like to wake up and find their names and addresses in the newspapers. In a crime-infested country, millionaires are quite aware of what can follow from this kind of publicity.

One of the great advantages of the left is the rich Majority member’s aversion to the limelight. The mere thought of confronting a screaming mob or some demeaning headlines in the local paper has always been an effective way to prevent the WASP from taking an active part in politics. This inversion, which happens to be a racial trait, will not be conquered until crime, inflation, economic breakdown and racial chaos reduce the WASP rich to the point where they have nothing to lose from exposure.

In America respectability is tied closely to wealth. When one goes, the other goes.

Register Solarz

To understand what is really transpiring in contemporary American politics, all one needs is a copy of the report, “Delivering for Israel,” sent out to his constituents by Representative Stephen Solarz. In it, the congressman from Brooklyn boasts how, in spite of double-digit inflation, huge budget deficits and the general financial malaise afflicting the U.S., he managed to get $600 million for Israel, at a time when the country could ill afford it, is damnable proof that the representative from Brooklyn is actually a representative of Israel. If we must have foreign agents working actively in Congress, the least the government might do is register them.

First Alphabetists

In recent years the chronological revolution, based on carbon, potassium, dendrochronological, varve and other forms of dating, has shown that Northern Europe’s megalithic culture antedates the Egyptian pyramids. Now there are indications that even the alphabet has Northern European origins, see Die Philister, das unbekannte Volk (Zeller-Verlag, Osnabrück, 1980) and Otto Zeller, Der Ursprung des Buchstabenkinds und der Runenalphabet (Biblio-Verlag, Osnabrück, 1977). Both works argue that the Philistines, a Northern European people who settled Palestine in the thirteenth century, B.C., were responsible for the origin of the “Canaanite” alphabet. It can be argued that a certain degree of phoneticism is already evident in the Egyptian hieroglyphic cursive script, but neither in the Philistine nor in the Egyptian case can it be shown that the invention is Semitic. In any case, it is an extraordinary coincidence that the Phoenician coast, an area whose inhabitants had never shown any adventurous spirit before, became the home base of explorers radiating out in all directions as soon as the Philistines had established themselves there as a seagoing aristocracy. Although it may upset the truckling beer barons of Budweiser, perpetrators of the “Great Kings of Africa” ad campaign, Hannibal and Hasdrubal were as white as the head of a mug of Michelob. As for Goliath, he is the original equivalent of the Anglo-Saxon “Kemp,” the champion, the best man, the challenger of the enemy’s best man. (King-sized writer Ben Jonson carried on this tradition, killing his Spanish opponents on two occasions in the Low Countries.) No wonder the Hebrews had a psychological need to humiliate this fearful symbol of alien power, this B.C. edition of the modern Goy policeman. So the public humiliation of the police in the Western World today turns out to have historical antecedents, as does the pejorative “Philistine,” invented by the ancestors of the inventors of “Quisling.”

Times Lovers
Go After the Times

In this star-crossed land of ours, when something good happens, it generally happens for the wrong reason. A case in point is the “Alternative to the New York Times Committee.” Sounds interesting, and something like it has been long overdue. Prestigious names adorn the masthead: Richard V. Allen, Reagan’s national security adviser, Senator Jesse Helms, Claire Boothe Luce, Russell Kirk.

The Committee held its first meeting in New York City on June 3. The Times was rightfully denounced as a liberal tract opposed to building up America’s defenses. To end the Times dominance of the news, the call went out to start an alternative newspaper.

So far, so good. But less prestigious names also appear on the organization’s masthead: Saul Bellow, Barry Farber, Sidney Hook, J.A. Parker (America’s #1 Tomi), Albert Shanker. What are these longtime Times readers doing in a conservative committee attacking the New York Times? Certainly they are not against the Times’ hearty support of Israel and its everlasting puffery of any and all movements, groups and ideologies that lower the level of Majority race consciousness, while raising the level of minority race consciousness.

What is really disturbing the committee and its supporters is the USSR. All these liberal-minority magnates have finally seen the Red light, which was shining just as
brightly twenty or more years ago as it is today. In those days these same gentlemen did not at all care about the Times' menace to the social order and to Western civilization. But now that Russia is actively aiding the Arabs, the PLO and Muammar Gaddafi of Libya, and now that Russian diplomats are making anti-Semitic speeches in the United Nations and anti-Zionist propaganda is rolling off the presses in Moscow, it finally turns out to be a menace. And since it is a menace, the Committee wants the Times to hit Russia hard every day -- in the headlines, on the front page, on the editorial page and on the back pages -- or face competition from a new and more anti-Russian New York daily.

This and only this is the reason for the organization of the aforementioned.

In spite of all the crimes committed by the Times, the only time it is brought to task is when Times lovers get mad at it.

The Committee's address is 3419 Irwin Avenue, Riverdale, NY 10463.

**Conservative Cretins**

The "distinguished," "conservative," "French" analyst Michael Gurfinkel was recently given several pages in the Birch Society's *Review of the News* in which to badmouth outgoing French President Valéry Giscard d'Estaing at the expense of incoming socialist François Mitterrand, with his four Communist cabinet members in tow (if Communists can ever be considered in tow). You see, Giscard was a little too hard on Israel, a little too soft on Libya. So much for the Bircher's inflexible anti-Communist principles!

Europe's rooted thinkers gave us the great "isms." Only America's racial and cultural atomism could produce the following anomalies: Paul Findley, the Lincoln-esque anti-Zionist congressman from Illinois, has been targeted for extinction by a Majority outfit called the National Pro-Life Political Action Committee; Jeremy Rifkin, an ideological twin of Abbie Hoffman, has been invited to speak at the National Right to Life Convention in Omaha. No one knows or seems to care if Rifkin is actually pro-life, but since he's voiced concerns about "corporate" ownership of genetically engineered life forms and the pro-lifers are also opposed to genetic engineering, it's up Rifkin, down Findley.

Even more cretinously, the Majority Christian National Educator warns us that while digging for "roots" makes a swell hobby, France's Nouvelle Droite -- by seeking a homegrown alternative to Semitic religions -- "could put us on the pathway down to Hell."

**Still Rising**

Students of the art of disinformation should read *The Rise and Fall of the Jewish Gangster in America* by Albert Fried (Holt, Rinehart & Winston, N.Y., 1980, $15.95.) The book is willing to admit that in their heyday such culture enrichers as Bugsy Siegel, Lepke Buchalter, Meyer Lansky and scores of other Jewish mobsters were every bit as brutal and sadistic as their Italian counterparts. Murder, Inc., he reminds his readers, was Jewish, not Sicilian. But when author Fried tries to prove that the Jewish component of organized crime has all but vanished, his argument hardly squares with the facts.

Meyer Lansky is still alive and kicking in Israel; Israeli gangs are now operating a nationwide credit card scam based on phony jewelry stores; Henry Oberlander, an Auschwitz graduate, chief of the so-called Hungarian (all Jewish) Circle, which hit the world's banking system for some $300 million in a 15-year orgy of forgery, is now out of jail and free to take up where he left off; in California an Israeli crime kibbutz is into numbers, arson, extortion, bankruptcy and insurance frauds, and other classical forms of collective lawbreaking.

And there is always the question of how to distinguish an Italian from a Jewish gangster. When Joseph Lombardo, a supposedly authentic Sicilian mobster, appeared in a Chicago courtroom in March, he hid behind a noticeably un-Italian paper.

Far more powerful than the Mafia is another less publicized gang. Could Al Capone have abducted Eichmann and airlifted him to Chicago for trial? Could Lucky Luciano have hijacked a shipload of uranium on the high seas or looted a Pennsylvania nuclear facility of weapons-grade fuel right under the eyes and nostrils of the FBI? Who could possibly compare the Mossad to the Mafia?

To be scrupulously truthful, Fried should have titled his book, *The Rise of the Jewish Gangster (Part I, The United States).*

**Our Learned Judges**

In Chicago, U.S. District Court Judge John Grady ordered Carl Bruno, a retired appliance salesman, to pay Haym Kolmich, a Jew who lives in Canada, more than $100,000 in damages for participating in the sale of Kolmich's textile business in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, in 1942. This suit should plant some interesting ideas in the minds of Palestinian Americans who have lost their all in Israel.

... ... ...

New Orleans Chief Justice John Dixon overturned the death sentence of Walter Culberts, jr., for stabbing a woman to death. The judge said the crime was not sufficiently "heinous."

---

*Does mobster Lombardo read Yiddish?*
Some readers feel that I harp on the subject of class in the spirit of the pig-child nursed by Alice in Wonderland:

He only does it to annoy
Because he knows it teases.

Not so. J.R. Baker has taught us that a culture must be defined in terms of its highest elements. It by no means follows that the highest classes are necessarily the most inventive. On the contrary, they were evolved for war rather than science. But it does mean that free association tends to produce rather homogeneous groups, which are capable of passing on their characteristics. (The present social and racial mess has to be forced on us. It is not a natural development, as Jensen’s work on assortative mating demonstrates.)

I would add that the higher kinds of society are more differentiated, just as the higher types of life are more complicated than the lower. This is most obvious in economic terms -- the division of labour. The Japanese have the world’s most successful economy because they have such a complex, interlocking hierarchy. Europe’s greatest achievements coincided with hierarchic social structures, America’s remarkable inventions have been produced above all by WASPs, the people who created the society in the first place -- not by Indians, or blacks, or Bohunks, or Mexicans. The point is that intensification through compatibility is the secret of evolution in both culture and science. This can only be achieved through class. Class is the mechanism of evolution, and therefore the will of God.

Ah, yes, I can hear you say, but what about all those well-placed members of the Majority who are so busily engaged in selling us down the river? Very true, but we must hate them for being soft, not for being superior. Another point to bear in mind is that in a sick society the scum will tend to rise to the top. The scum of each class has risen to the top of each class.

Toynbee, among others, has stressed that England’s traditional class system is far more complicated than its Continental counterparts. The blurring of social distinctions has coincided with the decline in our power. Plenty of books have been written about our class system, but one of the most recent is one of the better ones. I am referring to Jilly Cooper’s Class (London, Corgi Books, 1980). Despite her name -- only in Yorkshire would a name like Jilly be tolerated -- she is herself a member of the professional upper-middle class. Her stock upper-middle-class figures, Gideon and Samantha Upward, are typical arrivistes, appalling examples of arty, intense liberals, and she rightly makes fun of their pretensions. The meritocracy becomes the Merry-tocracy, a snide reference to their excessive drinking. The fact is that the tradition of deferred gratification has given way to unnecessary waste, which has been brought about by inflation and the excessive taxation of savings.

What Jilly Cooper misses is the extent to which the old professional class was gentrified. Because younger sons of the gentry perforce became officers, lawyers, clerics, doctors, or merchants, hardly any member of the professional classes was unrelated (as Shaw remarked) to someone with a title and a park. It was not at all like the Continent, where primogeniture did not apply, and where the gentry remained gentry, while the professional classes were drawn from the people. These last are the bourgeois pure and simple, careful and respectable. Oh dear, oh dear! The traditional English professionals, on the other hand, tend to have large houses, far beyond their present capacity to maintain, and they entertain to the limit of their resources and beyond. So in England the great divide comes not between the upper and middle classes, but between the old upper-middle classes and the arrivistes. The divide is partly a matter of heating. Arrivistes love to be comfortably warm; U people are content to be warm in front and frozen behind, as is inevitable with open fires. It is also partly a matter of privacy, especially in the male of the species. The author quotes Geoffrey Gorer on “the obsessive desire for privacy of the upper-class male . . . immersed in clubs, behind ramparts of newspapers, silent in the corner of first-class carriages . . . .” The women are more reactive, of course, but less so the higher one goes.

Jilly Cooper is best of all on the upper class proper -- families as old as the hills and infinitely more respectable. She reminds us that the aristocracy comprises only 0.2% of the population, including only half of the House of Lords (the rest being life peers). On the other hand, only one-third of the aristocracy has been ennobled. That is why Burke’s reference book on the landed gentry is so much more useful than Debrett’s on the nobility. Of course, the old upper class has been much reduced in circumstances. They do not have trusts, except in the case of the Westminsters and Grosvenors, to protect themselves from punitive taxation. There used to be a popular Victorian hymn (now altered) which contained the
verse:

The rich man in his castle,
The poor man at his gate,
God made them high and lowly,
And each in his estate.

Leonard Cooper has updated this as follows:

The rich man in his castle,
Sells tickets at the gate,
While all the rich plebeians,
Have fun on his estate.

What clearly attracts Jilly Cooper is the way in which the old upper class can checkmate the dreadful “opinion reformers” and with-it liberals of our day:

I heard of a psychiatrist who was treating an aristocrat for depression. A month went by and they seemed to be making little progress.

“I want you to be completely honest,” said the psychiatrist at the next session, ”and tell me exactly what’s on your mind at the moment.”

“I was thinking,” said the aristocrat apologetically, “what a vulgar little man you are.”

It was the final session. The psychiatrist was unable to go on because he’d completely lost any feeling of ascendency.

I admit that such an aristocratic attitude, while useful in dealing with arrivistes, can become excessive at times. A good example is told in Private Eye about Patrick, barrister son of the compassionate Lord Longford. After a long lunch break, he returned to the court and addressed the jury thus:

Gentlemen, it is my task to tell you the facts of the case. The judge will then direct you on matters of law, and you will then arrive at your verdict.

Unfortunately, I am too drunk to remember the facts; the judge is notorious for his ignorance of the law; and the lot of you look too stupid to arrive at a proper verdict.

The Pakenham family (Lord Longford’s) is, I should add, very bright and full of wit. Reflecting on their virtues, I can only regard their tendency to sell us all out as tragic in the true sense of the word. Their ancestor was a Cromwellian soldier settled on Irish lands. Perhaps their lack of old family background has something to do with it.

If the upper class has a special fault, I would say it is lack of scruple. Here is Basil Seel in Evelyn Waugh’s Put Out More Flags, “Of course, I could always plead conscientious objection, but I haven’t got a conscience.” Sir Anthony Eden is perhaps the perfect example of the handsome, upper-class male, endowed with physical courage, intelligence and no moral scruple. He won a Military Cross in the First World War, gained First Class Honours at Cambridge in Arabic and Persian, much admired Mussolini for a time, and then proceeded to sell us all down the river in company with Churchill. Eden’s father, incidentally, provides Jilly Cooper with a prize example of aristocratic eccentricity (i.e. throwing a barometer out of the window in the pouring rain and yelling, “See for yourself, you bloody thing!”).

Jilly Cooper even strays into the field of class differences in appearance, ascribing the superior height, slimness and fitness of the upper classes to a better diet. This can hardly be the case, since they have appalling food at their preparatory and public schools. But she is right about the colour of their hair (“a sort of light brown, upper-class mouse”) and mercifully offers no environmentalist explanations for it.

She is much less effective on the lower classes, whose mod couples she calls, after a common working-class expression, the Definitely-Disgustings, though she has a good quote from Jonathan Cathorne-Hardy, “Anyone studying the English class system will have noticed certain similarities between the extreme upper and lower classes: toughness, xenophobia, indifference to public opinion, passion for racing and gambling, fondness for plain speaking and plain untampered food.”

Writing about the British worker is admittedly not easy. I should explain that “worker” in England is a courtesy title, like “the Honourable” for prime ministers. It no more means that a man actually works than that a prime minister is honourable. Still, you can often tell a worker from his dress, which is more than one can say for many life peers. A worker wears a long greatcoat and a flat cap. He has a woebegone expression on his face, and keeps his hands in his pockets, except when receiving a hand-out. I see the type frequently.

On the other hand surely we ought to take into account that aspect of the English worker’s character which makes him truly English, and which sometimes surfaces even nowadays. This is best illustrated by a story from the time of the General Strike in 1926. A young member of the upper classes was driving a bus as a strike-breaker in the East End of London. At one point, a crowd of people gathered and turned nasty. A woman shouted, “You bastard son of a whore.” Quick as a flash, our temporary bus driver answered, “Hullo, Mother, I never thought to see you here!” The crowd, being English, burst out laughing, and his bus was one of the few which did not have its windows smashed that day. If you want to know what English working people were like only seventy years ago, listen to the songs of the old-time music-hall: bawdy, violent, sentimental, good-hearted. There is no sign of this spirit in Jilly Cooper’s account.

Jilly Cooper has something to say on music too, “Mozart, Haydn, Vivaldi and Purcell are upper-class composers; Brahms, Mahler, Schubert and Beethoven are upper-middle; Tchaikovsky, Grieg, Wagner and Mendelssohn are lower-middle.” There is a definite progression here from the ordered seventeenth- and eighteenth-century classical music through the incipiently romantic to the extreme romantics. This is sociologically accurate, though it by no means prevents me from admiring both Beethoven and Wagner.

Jilly Cooper has some other perspicacious remarks to make, some of them a trifle exaggerated, e.g. “The best and only sport the English were ever good at was war, which all classes could have a go at . . . .” She follows this up with some
remains on other sportsmen:

Athletics is now the sole province of the black community, who in the days of the Empire were so used to running from place to place with messages in cleft sticks, as well as running after their dinner, that they developed a talent for long-distance running which brings them [NB, not "us"] medal after medal. They also got used to sprinting away from Lee-Enfields and Gatlings; hence their great speed over short distances.

Jilly Cooper notes the upper-class passion for sharing their lives and drawing rooms with large dogs (even to the extent of building iron grilles into their cars to prevent the children from bothering them). She also remarks, "the more well-bred a cat, usually the commoner its owner." She is good on clubs, but curiously reticent on the subject of religion.

Before I sign off on Cooper, I would like to offer a corrective to those who imagine that upper-class dottiness is confined to the English. I know a German lady, an aristocrat, who at the end of the war, when the Russians were advancing, was called by her father into his study. He said:

Well, my dear, I shall have to get out in a hurry. They won't like my having been in the administration. But I'll leave you here. Don't worry -- being Russians, they will all speak French."

Father Machree

I am receiving letters from Irish Americans who are completely disgusted with the Irish-American leadership. In such cases the only advice I can give them is to either return to the Ould Sod or forget about Erin and join up with the nearest group of white nationalists. The main thing I try to impress on them is, tho' our Irish brothers are always welcome, the last thing I would like to see is an American Irishman coming to visit me with a kaleidoscopic retinue of non-Irish camp followers. Let tomorrow's Ireland be Irish and not mongrel.

What few good men who remain in England must be gnashing their teeth at some of the latest scandals which have been rocking their country these days.

Not too edifying were the revelations involving the former British High Commissioner in Canada (Sir Peter Hayman) with the Paedophile Information Exchange, a group advocating the legalisation of sexual acts between adults and children.

But the Diplomatic Service scandal is only the beginning. What about the homosexual activities of the British sailors on the Queen's yacht... the courtmartialing of British troops serving with NATO forces in Germany, for queer practices... the continuing rampages of British troops in the Cambridge area, described by one columnist as follows: "What we are faced with is roving bands of the socially inadequate and immature who are clearly incapable of civilised behavior when let loose on their own -- which is perhaps why they joined the British army in the first place."

Add all this to the gay orgies going on in the elite regiments of th' Queenie's Guards and English Instaurationists might get some idea of the utter garbage that we Irish are having to endure in Northern Ireland.

The chances of the Brits outlasting the Irish is very slim, but the odds of the Brits surviving their own corruption and weakness are almost nonexistent.

I saw a copy of a letter asking for political status to be granted to "the Irish Hunger Strikers" from Syd Bykofsky, the president of the United Hebrew Trades of the state of New York. The letter from Bykofsky appeared in the May 23 issue of The Irish People, which the following week had some fine words to say concerning Menahem Begin. Of course, American Jews can see now that we Irish are going to win so they -- or at least some of 'em -- have jumped on our side. Still, I can't help but wonder if they haven't made some sort of a deal with some of our dumb Irish leaders for their sudden support -- like agreeing to use the Irish vote to continue aid to Israel, for example. The thought of such an alliance almost makes a good Irishman want to go out and enlist with the limesuckers.

It seems only yesterday that I was listening to William Joyce (alias Lord Haw Haw) giving his last broadcast for the Jerries.

It was on April 30, 1945. By this time it was obvious to everyone that the Allies had won. Joyce himself admitted defeat, and I can still remember his slow, deliberate voice as he ended with these sentences:
Britain's victories are barren.... They leave her poor, and they leave her people hungry.... They leave her bereft of the markets and the wealth that she possessed six years ago.... But, above all, they leave her with an immensely greater problem than she had then.... We are nearing the end of one phase in Europe's history, but the next will be no happier.... It will be grimmer, harder, and perhaps bloodier.... And now I shall ask you earnestly, can Britain survive? I am profoundly convinced that without German help she cannot.

As we all know, William Joyce was hanged by the British for treason. He was hanged despite the fact that he was born in America of Irish parents, and had applied for -- and received -- German citizenship prior to America's entry into the war.

However, Joyce -- who had spent much of his life in England -- was convicted by a maxim of law which was quoted by Coke in the 16th century, "Protection draws allegiance, and allegiance protection (protectio trahit subjectionem, et subjectionem protectionem)." Looking back on the tragedy of William Joyce -- and of Britain -- one can most certainly see that the things Joyce predicted have come to pass. I might add that history has not only vindicated his words, but his innocence as well.

* * *

Ian Paisley, tho' I oft tend to make sport of him, holds a much better hand because he and his followers can most certainly trigger a new civil war -- or continue the present one -- if the Celts remain too unreasonable in their demands. This they will do. The Celts too can keep the war going if the Anglo-Saxons insist on attempting to preserve the status quo. Therefore, the real question is whether these whites will continue their tribal war until England is coloured and North Ireland is broke and devastated or whether more reasonable heads will prevail.

* * *

Was glad to note that some WASP Instaurationists are being driven wild by my material -- some of theirs makes me climb the walls and foam at the mouth. Still, it beats mailing each other live bombs.

Primate Watch
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* * *

MAX ROBINSON gets $200,000 a year

for reading a few words from a telepromoter to

the 15 million viewers of the ABC Evening News. Having recently accused his bosses of racism, one would expect he would be canned, as any white TV reporter would be if he bit the hand that fed him. But Robinson, being black, is practically uncannable. Even if his bosses should summon up the courage, ABC News viewers shouldn't look for any great improvement. TED KOPPEL, a white minority news twister, is warming up in the bullpen. He may replace Robinson or even Frank Reynolds, the best of all network anchormen, a statement which should not necessarily be taken as a compliment.

* * *

They've sentenced poor CHARLEY PERKINS to 20 years in jail. The "conservative" Washington Star publisher, Murray Gart, almost wept. Why, the 17-year-old black was elected "most popular dude" in his high­
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Have recently accused his bosses of racism, one would expect he would be canned, as any white TV reporter would be if he bit the hand that fed him. But Robinson, being black, is practically uncannable. Even if his bosses should summon up the courage, ABC News viewers shouldn't look for any great improvement. TED KOPPEL, a white minority news twister, is warming up in the bullpen. He may replace Robinson or even Frank Reynolds, the best of all network anchormen, a statement which should not necessarily be taken as a compliment.
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They've sentenced poor CHARLEY PERKINS to 20 years in jail. The "conservative" Washington Star publisher, Murray Gart, almost wept. Why, the 17-year-old black was elected "most popular dude" in his high­

school class. Why, he plays the saxophone and is "a skilled auto mechanic." His mother calls him a "good boy" and his En­

lish teacher says he is "a diligent worker"; an army recruiter de­

scribed him as "quiet, mild-mannered." This wonderful young man going to jail? Impossible! All he did was rape a white woman artist and beat her so badly about the head that she died 18 days later in a hospital. It's true that a few hours later he also raped and murdered a 51-year-old white man who surprised him while he was robbing the man's apartment. But that just shows he wasn't a sexist. To the good con­

servative Murray Gart on the good conserva­

tive and now defunct Washington Star, it was all a crying shame.

* * *

Needing some ready cash, SAUL STEINBERG rummaged through his 34-room Park Avenue duplex looking for saleable items from his huge collection of modern art, which features Klee, Rodins, a Matisse mantelpiece and some choice pornograph­
ic works by pre-Hitler German expressionists. Although he controls the $3 billion Reli­

ance Insurance Company and owns large hunks of 20th Century Fox and New York Times stock, Saul always needs money. The 173 pieces he is going to put up for sale are expected to raise $25 million, provided his estranged wife, Laura, doesn't succeed in stopping the sale.

* * *

ANDREW GREELEY is a Chicago-based priest who spends as much time on politics as he does on prayer. Now that Jews have decided that a strong America is needed to save Israel, Greeley says they no longer feel at home in the Democratic party. So he suggests they join American Catholics in a new political coalition.

* * *

WINSTON CHURCHILL, more responsible for the decline and fall of the British Empire than any other man, had an idea in 1944. How about 2,700 Allied bombers dropping 4.25 million bombs loaded with highly infectious cattle anthrax germs on Germany? Churchill also instructed his military flunkies to weigh the possibility of using mustard gas in massive air attacks on the hated Nazis. "I may certainly have to ask you to support me in using poison gas. We could drench the Ruhr and many other cities in Germany in such a way that most of the population would be requiring medical at­
tention." Previous to the recent discovery of these Churchillian fulminations, the only World War II leader associated with gassing had been Hitler who, accused of gassing others in his later years, had himself beer gassed when in the German army in World War I.

* * *
Primate Watch

The Freeman Institute in Mesa, Arizona, is one of those "patriotic" organizations which feeds off little old ladies in tennis shoes. The promoter, W. CLEON SKOUSEN, is a professional conservative who, when he is not begging for money, never ceases to inform his friends and supporters that he once worked for the FBI. Recently Skousen held a Citizenship Rally and Awards Dinner, in which he honored black-on-white rapist ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, whom he turgidly and redundantly saluted as "one of the great living Americans today."

TOM NEUMANN, a high official of the federal Civil Rights Commission, flew to Seattle to look into charges of discrimination against another CRC bureaucrat, a black named JOSEPH BROOKS. While in Seattle, Neumann sexually assaulted a young woman who gave him a ride back to his hotel. Neumann is no longer with the Commission. Brooks, although accused of sexually harassing a white woman and of sexual and racial discrimination against a Filipina, is still on the job, pending a decision from CRC Director Louis Nunez.

Twenty-seven elderly patients died early this year in two Riverside County (California) hospitals. ROBERT DIAZ, a male nurse, worked in both hospitals at or about the same time the deaths occurred. He says he will sue county officials for $100 million because they have been pointing the finger at him, although he has not yet been charged with any crime.

Sergio Valente designer jeans are among the hottest-selling items in the clothing business. Disco commercials blurt out night and day, "Sergio Valente, Sergio Valente . . . I love you, Sergio." Fluttering female hearts picture a lithe, dark-eyed, dark-souled Rudolph Valentino inviting all and sundry into his tent. Who is Sergio? He is ELI KAPLAN, 55 years old, of the New York Garment District. "Who would buy Eli Kaplan jeans?" asks Eli Kaplan.

It was a posh May wedding in Brentwood, California. ROSS FIELDS, alias Harold Smith, the black boxing promoter involved in the $21.3 million Wells Fargo bank heist, took to wife blonde ALICE VICKI DARROW. The couple's wedding rings were emblazoned with little Wells Fargo stagecoaches.

In 1967 when the Negro Ensemble Company put on its racial dramas, the audience was about 50-50. Recently when New York Times drama critic CLIVE BARNES, who simply adores Negro theatrical productions, attended an NEC performance, he was the only white in the theater.

Remember that famous pre-election photo of Ronald Reagan thanking black "civil rights leaders" HOSEA WILLIAMS and REV. RALPH ABERNATHY for their endorsements? Hosea, a Georgia state representative, may now be asking Mr. Nice Guy to do for him what Ford did for Nixon. If something doesn't happen pretty soon, Hosea will have to begin serving a one-year prison sentence for driving without a license and leaving the scene of an accident.

Some of America's largest brokerage houses sold RABBI SHOLOM TEITELBAUM more than $2 million in stock options. If the stocks went up, the rabbi would sell and pay for the options contracts out of his profits. If the shares went down, the brokerage houses were out money, because the rabbi's checks bounced. Teitelbaum received an 18-month jail sentence.

Money even transcends Zionism and Big Labor in the lucre-oriented heart of SENATOR HARISON WILLIAMS of New Jersey, an Abscamer found guilty on nine counts of bribery, conspiracy and accepting illegal gratuities. Williams promised to procure government contracts for a phony Arab sheik in return for a $100 million loan to a Virginia titanium mine, in which he had a secret 18% interest. He figured his holdings would then be worth $12.6 million. At this writing, the senator is still in the Senate.

The black WIDOW SHEFFIELD of Pittsburgh has 18 children, ages 22 to 51. Her youngest, Candy, has just graduated from Carnegie-Mellon University and has turned down job offers ranging from $22,000 to $25,000. Instead, she has settled on a tuition-free, all-expenses-paid year at Stanford's prestigious business administration program, after which she will take a job with General Motors.

Judge ALFRED TISCH sent Tommy Benjamin, 18, of Lake Ronkonkoma, Long Island, to jail for six months for painting a swastika on the home of a neighbor. Another Jewish judge in New York had earlier refused to send a Jewish youth to jail for a far more serious offense -- assaulting a policeman. Because he was white, said the Judge, he would be degraded and raped by black prisoners. Judge Tisch was not so concerned about the fate in store for Tommy Benjamin.

Representative MICKEY EDWARDS, 43, a kosher conservative and one of Congress' most powerful Republicans, was married for the fourth time by a "Covenant Christian" preacher to Lisa Reagan, 25, a former Miss Oklahoma and an alleged third cousin of Ronnie.

Octogenarian BENJAMIN SPOCK, after a tour of the presidential mansion, knelt down in the White House driveway and refused to move. His consequent arrest was his tenth for various acts of civil disobedience in the nation's capital since the Vietnam War. Spock was protesting the Reagan administration's "brutal budget cuts."

The Organization of American Historians (8,500 members) has a brand new president. She is 61-year-old GERDA LERNER, the distinguished author of Black Women in
White America and co-author of an agitprop melodrama called "Black Like Me," which made civil rights' hearts throb back in the '60s. Mrs. Lerner, born into an affluent family of Viennese Jews, somehow survived the Anschluss before she lit out for the Promised Land (West) in 1939.

HENDRIK HERTZBERG, Viet Cong lover and the Decayed Tooth's chief speechwriter, is scheduled to take over as senior editor of the New Republic, which endorsed John Anderson in the recent election and has now become America's most racist weekly. But the title will mean little, since owner-publisher Martin Peretz sees that every word that appears in the New Republic smacks of Zionism.

Gossip columnists Marilyn and Hy Gardner claim (May 14, 1981) that PIERRE TRUDEAU once proposed marriage to BARBRA STREISAND.

Ronnie and Nancy's daughter, PATTI DAVIS, is starring in a TV movie, "For Ladies Only." It's a not very presidential tale about the trials and tribulations of a male stripper. The producer is Franklin Levy.

New York City desecrated the name of George Frederick Handel by awarding the Handel Medallion posthumously to JOHN LENNON. Previous winners were Sidney Poitier, Sol Hurok and the Band of the Fiji Military Forces. Meanwhile, Mrs. Yoko Lennon revealed that her late husband had a jealous streak. He once insisted she accompany him to the men's room during a recording session because he didn't want to leave her alone in the company of other men.

MARK SILJANDER, the new "conservative" Republican congressman from Michigan, recently held a press conference with Janet Aronoff, executive board member of the American-Israeli Public Affairs Committee. Posing for pictures with Ms. Aronoff, Siljander said he called the press conference so "the public could hear how he gets his information."

Her special education class was quite an ordeal for a 15-year-old retarded white girl in Grenada, Mississippi. Her teacher was JAMES LARRY OTIS, who raped her behind a bookcase in his classroom and, in the girl's words, "threatened to beat me with a paddle if I ever told anybody." Otis, a black, was sentenced to 15 years in jail. Integrated education in Mississippi marches on.

Janet Cooke may have been deprived of her Pulitzer Prize for the phony story about a pickaninny dope addict. However, in an age when the Lie is King, his subjects get their rewards one way or another. Bernard Geis, the eminent publisher of The Valley of the Dolls, is said to be interested in signing up Cooke, not for her reportorial skills, but for her fictioneering. A logical literary agent for Janet is SCOTT MEREDITH, one of the giants of the trade. Among his living clients: Judith Exner, Mickey Spillane, Taylor Caldwell, Carl Sagan, Meyer Levin, Abba Eban and Mark Lane. Among the dead: Eugene O'Neill, Andre Maurois, Drew Pearson, H.P. Lovecraft and Yukio Mishima. Meredith, who lists in Who's Who both his father's and his mother's maiden name as Meredith, will consider all manuscripts except those which are "racially or politically offensive."

Republican congressman JACK KEMP signed a fund-raising letter for the tax-deductible Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs, in which he praised Israel as a "tremendous asset" to "American national security."

In another fund-raising letter on behalf of another Jewish organization, this time the Simon Wiesenthal Center in Los Angeles, KIRK DOUGLAS described Simon "not as a bitter vengeful man but as a compassionate one. . . ."

The Barclay Financial Corporation of Miami has conned investors out of some $40 million. They thought they were investing in a computerized scheme to buy securities where the price is low and sell where the price is high. The process is known as arbitrage. But DENNIS GREENMAN, the man behind the scam, played the options market with the investors' money. At one time he was drawing down $500,000 a month for his services.

The FBI arrested eight members of an East Coast feethly picture ring that also dabbled in houses of prostitution on the side. The group's "main moving force" was identified as JACOB GRESSER.

A Bronx grandmother named HELEN ROSENFELD was given 1½ years for cheating taxpayers out of $86,000 in unemployment benefits.

Producer ZEV BUFMAN spent $20,000 to redecorate Elizabeth Taylor's dressing room in lavender for the Broadway premier of "The Little Foxes." Zev is a friend of Nancy Reagan, who is an old friend of Elizabeth Taylor. He served as co-chairman with the First Lady at a White House reception preceding a music gala. While all this was going on, Ronnie was saluting on videotape the new president of the Teamsters' Union, ROY WILLIAMS, who is under federal indictment for various Mafia-related activities.
Talking Numbers

Of the million teenage pregnancies in the U.S. each year, approximately 300,000 result in abortions, 200,000 in hasty marriages, 500,000 in live births. The births cost the taxpayers $8.3 billion a year. But this does not include support payments, food stamps, social services, free medical care. The indirect costs, such as the crimes committed by the offspring of teenagers, are impossible to estimate.

The United Nations reports that 30 million children under five starved to death in 1980, and 900 million in this age group may starve to death in the next 30 years.

In fiscal 1980 there were 7,300 bank robberies in the U.S. The robbers stole $45 million, took 59 hostages, assaulted 71 persons and murdered 11.

Ten years after the event, the U.S. has agreed to pay $2.2 million to 955 members of the liberal-minority coalition arrested for demonstrating on the Capitol steps in 1971. Damage suits filed by others of the 13,000 arrested are pending.

The American Jewish Yearbook says the 1980 U.S. Jewish population is 5,920,900 and notes a large migration to the Sun Belt. Last year 48,000 Jews supposedly moved to Los Angeles. However, Prof. Leon Shapiro, a prominent Jewish demographer, warns, “there are no precise data on Jewish population in the various countries. The figures are of varying degrees of accuracy and are subject to substantial margins of error.”

The U.S. Navy has 288 admirals, one for every 1.5 ships.

Yale University has initiated a Judaic-studies major for undergraduates and is seeking $6 million to help pay for it. Already the university offers 40 courses related to Jewish culture and history, and the Yale library boasts a 50,000-volume collection of Judaica.

The Reagan administration will provide $285 million to aid African refugees, 8,300 of whom will be allowed to enter the U.S. in 1981-82.

There are 30 Israeli settlements in the Golan Heights; 68 in the West Bank; 6 in the Gaza Strip. Approximately 1.2 million Palestinians still live in these conquered territories.

As of Jan. 1, 1981, American prisons (federal and state) held 320,533 felons serving sentences of more than one year — an increase of 4% since Jan. 1, 1980.

In 1978 the British component in Australia’s population was 78.4% and the white component 96.5%. In the year 2008 the British component will drop to 71.7% and the white component to 89%. By that time Australia is expected to have 1,618,000 Asians out of a population of 19,942,000. So says Dr. Charles Price of the Australian National University. If Price is right, this is good news. But such relatively rosy estimates tend to (or may be designed to) close the eyes of whites in Australia and elsewhere to a vastly higher rate of sub rosa nonwhite immigration and to a vastly higher rate of nonwhite breeding once the migrants have reached the white promised lands.

In his lifetime the average American eats 350 cows, 225 lambs, 310 hogs, 26 acres of grain and 50 acres of fruits and vegetables.

Some 40 million Chinese, 25 million Indians (from the subcontinent), 13 million Americans, 4.5 million Latin Americans — plus millions of other earthings — have been voluntarily sterilized.

INS figures show that 15% of the 9.3 million tourists who came to the U.S. in 1978 have not yet gone home.

New York, California, Texas and Illinois, in that order, are the states with the largest number of blacks.

U.S. Judaism now has 47 female rabbis.

Two bus workers of the bankrupt Chicago Transport Authority earn between $50,000 and $60,000 a year.

At the start of 1981, 12.6 million refugees were huddling in various parts of the world, including 6.3 million Africans, 1 million Afghans and 250,000 Cambodians.

The Soviet Union in 1980 permitted the emigration of 21,400 Jews (to the U.S. and Israel), 6,030 Armenians (to the U.S.), 6,653 ethnic Germans (to West Germany).

Iran (51,310), Taiwan (17,560), Nigeria (16,360), Canada (15,130) and Japan (12,260) have the largest contingents of foreign students in the U.S.

Pamela Harriman, the part-Jewish wife of prodigy Averell Harriman, is helping to raise $1 million to reelect Senator Paul Sarbanes, the ultraliberal Greek from Maryland.

A recent study of religious and moral values commissioned by the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company found that the public was way ahead of the politicians on issues considered morally wrong:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Leaders</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abortion</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuality</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesbianism</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking marijuana</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex before age 16</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adultery</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pornographic movies</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard drugs</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Federal subsidies for apartments in some public housing projects amount to $500 a
month or more. In Los Angeles housing projects there were 20 homicides and 11 reported rapes in 1980. In an Atlanta project 2,200 tenants are $263,000 past due in their rent payments. One elevator mechanic servicing one housing project earned $80,000 in overtime last year.

# # #


# # #

The number of reported crimes in Israel for 1980 was 250,000, only one-quarter of which were solved. An estimated 150,000 additional crimes were not reported.

# # #

West Germany has 4,453,000 aliens within its borders as of September 1970: 33% Turks, 14% Yugoslavs, 14% Italians, 7% Greeks, 4% Spaniards.

# # #

In Kentucky criminals are eligible for parole after serving 20% of their maximum sentence. In Illinois 10% of the prisoners given early release are back in jail within six months. Only 80,000 arrestees are kept in prison pending trial. Ten million arrestees are let loose on bail, many to continue their profession while awaiting judgment. Many are arrested two or three times before being tried on the original charge against them.

# # #

Nineteen Jews and one Jewess graduated from four U.S. service academies this year -- 8 from West Point, 5 from the Air Force Academy, 3 from the Naval Academy, 4 from the Merchant Marine Academy.

# # #

For every person added to the U.S. population, it is estimated that 1.5 acres of prime agricultural land goes out of production.

# # #

From a Washington Post News Service report on the military situation on the Golan Heights (May 29, 1981): “In the first six miles from the zone both sides are limited to 6,000 troops.”

Racial percentages of those who passed a recent Florida test for the licensing of new teachers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Latin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To pass the overall test, a teacher must pass each of its parts.
Canada. The Canadian B'nai B'rith has asked the Trudeau government to prosecute Ernest Zundel, who has had the temerity to exercise his rights as a free citizen and send his controversial opinions about Zionist shenanigans to West Germany, where such literature, if printed locally, would send the author to the hoosegow for up to three years. In Canada, as elsewhere, the B'nai B'rith will not be content until any objective criticism of Jewish racism is made a felony (in another decade or two it may be the West's only capital crime). Canadians, like the rest of us, can only hope that once Jews succeed in totalitarianizing the social order, they will be the first, not the last, to succumb to the backlash of their own intolerance.

Meanwhile, John Ross Taylor has finally been sent to jail. Did he rob, assault, rape or murder someone? No, he merely sent out taped phone messages decrying Zionism. Voltaire, the brightest light of the Enlightenment and the most incandescent anti-Semite of his time, would be sharing Mr. Taylor's cell if he were alive and writing in present-day Canada, and so would Chaucer, Shakespeare, Goethe, Dostoyevsky and T.S. Eliot -- to name a few other Westerners who entertained Mr. Taylor's feelings about the Jews. Meanwhile, John Ross Taylor has finally been sent to jail. Did he rob, assault, rape or murder someone? No, he merely sent out taped phone messages decrying Zionism.

Mexico. Two bus drivers working for Mexico City's public transportation system are being held on murder charges. One of them ran into a woman, injured her and then backed up and deliberately ran over her again. The other conductor followed the same routine in killing a nine-year-old girl. The conductors explained that it was better to kill the passersby they injure and be arrested than remain free to face vengeance-seeking members of the survivors' families and ambulance-chasing lawyers who would drag them into court for the next ten years.

Belgium. The PLO's man in Brussels, Naim Khader, recently became the seventh representative of that organization to be murdered in the past ten months.

Holland. Anne Frank has now become a popular attraction in Amsterdam's wax museum. She is portrayed sitting at her desk writing her diary. Her hand, however, is not hers but a replica. The museum is a memorial to the Holocaust. A monument to the homosexuals allegedly exterminated by the Nazis will be built next year. The blueprints specify three equilateral triangles of pink marble, 10 yards to a side. Pink triangles, queens say, were the identification tags the Nazis forced them to wear. Karin Daan, a 36-year-old lesbian, submitted the winning design. The monument, described as a celebration of homosexuality, has been approved by Holland's Labor, Liberal, Communist, Radical and Pacifist-Socialist parties and by the Amsterdam City Council. It will cost $66,000 (those cabalistic sixes again!), but as yet no one knows how many departed fairies the memorial will honor. Will it be 6,000, 60,000, 600,000 or 6,000,000?

Germany. The journal of the German Physical Society recently carried an article by Albrecht Unsold, professor of physics at the University of Kiel, which charged that Einstein, having lost his "scientific creativity" by age 45, turned to "Jewish nationalism." The howling and the yawling were not long in coming. Horst Rollnik, president of the Society, agonized that the article contained false and mistaken statements. He promised to change the journal's editorial procedures to prevent the recurrence of "such a nasty event." Should any scientist be brave enough to come up with a paper demonstrating that Relativity is wrong or defective, Herr Rollnik will make sure it never appears in the journal of the German Physical Society.

A rather long and interesting article has appeared in the German weekly Die Zeit (Feb. 27, 1981). It concerns the new three-part German television series *Flucht und Vertreibung* ("Flight and Expulsion"), which homes in on the forced flight of more than 10 million eastern Germans from their homes at the end of World War II. Among other things, the article mentions a German translation of *Nemesis at Potsdam* by Alfred M. de Zayas, described as a young American international lawyer "who brought to light three years ago after a thorough study of documents the complicity of the Western powers in the greatest displacement of populations in modern times."

The article has two illustrations, one showing Jews leaving Memel in 1939, the other showing a refugee caravan in Silesia during the winter of 1944-45. The question is then posed whether the television series *Flucht und Vertreibung* is the German answer to NBC's Holocaust. 

*Die Zeit* tactfully fails to note that approximately 2 million Germans died while leaving or being forced out of East Prussia, Silesia and various other eastern European areas. Many of these deaths occurred long after Germany had laid down its arms.

But the article does make some telling
points. Although there have been official reports on the expulsions and some literary accounts of them, television treatment became possible only when American sources released hitherto secret film material. The revival of interest in German history has also had some effect. Inhibiting the production of such a film has been an unwillingness to trigger the tragic events associated with the collapse of the German armed forces and the requirements of Ostpolitik. Furthermore, during the 1950s and 1960s Germans were preoccupied with reconstruction and the materialistic rewards of the "economic miracle." As to the assertion that the film is an answer to NBC's Holocaust, Die Zeit points out that the commission for its production was given six months before the Jewish-concocted atrocity tale was shown.

A widespread purge of right-wingers has been taking place in West Germany. The West, the alleged home of free thought and free speech, instead of being aghast, is all for it. Books are being seized and banned, activists jailed, right-wing organizations closed down. Civil rights, human rights, constitutional rights are turned into wrongs and wrongdoing when rightists try to make use of them. Trotskyites and Communists can meet, organize and propagandize. Politiburo agents permeate every level of West German society. Red Brigade terrorists kill and kidnap leading public figures and bomb American army installations. And what is the upshot? German police frame, raid, jail and carry out medieval witch hunts against lamentably weak rightists. One- or two-year jail sentences are handed out for distributing a pamphlet, scratching a swastika on a wall, questioning the Holocaust, criticizing Jews in a public place, even having a bust of Hitler in one's living room. All this heavy-handed totalitarianism is in many respects a certain sign of paranoia. There were, of course, secret groups like the Carbonari and the Freemasons, who are leading Italian writers, Freemasons, most of us have been brought up to believe, are a good thing. Any accusation of conspiracy against them is a certain sign of paranoia. There were, of course, secret groups like the Carbonari and the Freemasons, not to speak of the Mafia, which might be somewhat frowned on, but these were not to be confused (except perhaps historically) with our friends the Masons. Have not Grand Masters of the Grand Orient Lodge periodically claimed that their organization was responsible for the French Revolution? And what could be more respectable than that? Yet now we are evidently intended to feel outraged at the revelation that nearly 1,000 people in Italian public life belonged to (the wrong) secret society. Arnaldo Forlani's government was overthrown when the news broke. A clue to this strange happening is provided by the way in which the press attacked the Grand Master of the society in question, one Licio Gelli, for his alleged fascist sympathies in the past, although recently he would appear to have been hobnobbing with Communist countries. Perhaps even worse, he was known to favor a presidential instead of a parliamentary system of government for Italy.

Another member of the Italian lodge is Michele Sindona, one of the modern world's biggest financial crooks, now in jail for bank fraud. Ramsey Clark, the people's friend, is his lawyer.

The heirs of Il Duce are alive but not too well. Two rightist youths were seriously injured in Milan by a Marxist commando, and a professor of history and philosophy at the University of Palermo was shot in the head and his body dumped in a lake because of his "fascistic" views. The perpetrator or perpetrators of the Bologna bombing have not been found, and the Marxists continue to blame it on neo fascists, who in turn swear it was the work of Marxists. The government and the media lean to the former view, which is standard operating procedure. Press hysteria led to the rounding up and locking up of some 200 rightists after the explosion which killed 87 people in the Bologna railroad station. When five rightists and anarchists accused of an earlier 1969 bombing were freed by an appeals court, 30,000 Marxists marched in violent protest. That two of the accused rightists were given 15-year sentences for "subversive association" was not considered sufficient punishment.

Undaunted by left-wing hounding, some 2,000 right-wing activists met in the medieval ruins of Abruzzi for the third "Campo Hobbitt," in honor of the late author, J.R.R. Tolkien, who wrote what some Aryan enthusiasts perceive to be Aryan fantasies.

Meanwhile, Edith Bruck, a Hungarian Jewess who is a leading Italian writer, brought suit against the Italian encyclopedia Curcio for defining a Jew as "a person who is stingy, greedy, sordid and usurious." Bruck is equally unhappy about the encyclopedia's use of the neologism abrazziare, a verb which means "to infuse principles, sentiments and ways of life that are typical of the Jewish race.

Sweden. Why would a bunch of nice Swedish officials physically threaten an 11-year-old hostage in order to get into the home of a pacifist editor, without a search warrant or even a written complaint... hit the editor over the head with a piece of iron... terrorize his invalid mother... seize some of his papers? Ditlieb Felderer of Taby is asking himself these questions following raids on March 19 and May 25. He thinks it has something to do with the several thousand photographs he courageously took of the interior of Auschwitz, and his other Holocaust-related activities. We suspect he is right.
Russia. Russian school children are getting a different picture of Jews from that furnished by the censored textbook propagandists passed out in American classrooms, as shown by these excerpts from a questionnaire published in Pioneer Pravda, an 8-million circulation semiweekly for Soviet kids.

What is Zionism? One of its fundamental ideas is revealed as the slogan, “Jew, your fatherland stretched from the Nile to the Euphrates.”

Who has advanced this idiotic idea? The great Jewish bourgeoisie... in order to become richer and more influential. That is why it has extended its power over all citizens of Jewish origin, whether in the U.S.A., in Italy, in France, in West Germany or other countries. Israel used to inject the Jews with this idea: You have your own country, but Israel is your real country, and since this is the way it is, you must pay tribute to your real country and docilely obey the wishes of its government. The tribute is collected in numerous countries from people who have been bureaucrized by Zionists. It is the billionaire Jewish banker Rothschild who is in charge of the collection... Zionism is the instrument of the great Jewish bourgeoisie, and Zionism is made possible by the enormous amounts of gold owned by this bourgeoisie, which also own diamonds, South African uranium and factories in Europe, America and Australia. Zionists try to infiltrate all the areas of social life, ideology, science and commerce.

The majority of the monopoly of the arms manufacturing monopolies are controlled by Jewish bankers. The bloody weapons business brings them enormous financial returns. The bombs and the shells which fall over Lebanon enrich bankers Lazard and Loeb. etc.

Middle East. To justify the attack on the Iraqi reactor, Israeli propagandists and their fellow American travelers cited an article published in Baghdad’s leading paper on October 4, 1980, “The Iranian people should not fear the Iraqi nuclear reactor, fellow American travelers cited an article October 4, 1980, “The Iranian people... against the Zionist enemy.” The problem was that it said nothing of the kind. The alleged quotation had actually originated in Iran, but against the Zionist enemy.” The problem was that it said nothing of the kind. The alleged quotation had actually originated in an Israeli newspaper. (Incidentally, French intelligence sources identified the American-built F-4 “Phantom” fighter-bombers that carried out the first, unsuccessful raid as Iranian aircraft of the same type.)

In the wake of the second bombing, New York Mayor Edward Koch, speaking at a “Salute to Israel” parade complete with marching Jewish Defense Leaguers, elicited roars of approval by denouncing Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein as a “certified madman bent on the destruction of the world.”

One wonders how Koch would respond to a recent report of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), made by its inspector general, Austrian physicist Dr. Hans Grumm, who stated, “the [bomb grade] plutonium which Iraq could possibly produce from its nuclear reactor must be measured in grams.”

“Iraq has signed the non-proliferation agreement,” observed Dr. Grumm. “It has submitted to all pertinent regulations arising from it, and consented to a stringent set of inspection procedures, which make it absolutely impossible that this research installation can ever be employed in the secret production of bomb-grade material in any significant quantity.”

He concludes: “The Iraqi research reactor is a ‘safe’ facility... to say that it may become a threat to any other nation in the foreseeable future is to state a complete untruth.”

Israel. The new Atzmaut (Independence) Party is not among the ten represented in the new Knesset. That is unfortunate because it stands for breaking away from dependence on foreign aid. Its platform publicized the rough reality that the $65 billion given Israel by the American and German governments and world Jewry far exceeds the Marshall Plan funds spent to rehabilitate half of Europe.

The Atzmautniks asked how, with such help, the Israeli economy could be crumbling and dependency growing. They blamed an economic system which uses the entire GNP as an instrument of political patronage and called for free enterprise. The fact that Afro-Asian Jewry, with a mean IQ of 85, has become the national majority, was among the alternative explanations prudently passed over.

* * *

The equally small Kach Party saw dangers of another kind. Its platform demanded compulsory education in the public schools, warned Jews against dating Arabs and demanded legislation that would make sexual relations between the two groups a crime punishable by a compulsory prison term. The brutal murder of a Jerusalem divorcée by her Arab lover, who had posed as a Jew, focused national -- and international -- attention on the situation. The Jewish Press cautioned that Arabs posing as Jews had become “a massive problem in itself.”

Americans are not permitted to vote in foreign elections or serve in foreign armies. Those who do lose their citizenship. Except, of course, in Israel. The Association of Americans and Canadians in Israel (AACI) and government authorities have worked out special arrangements. If, as a long-term American resident of Israel, you are called up to fight in the army, you formally protest your induction. Your American legal status then becomes that of a man or woman “impressed into service” rather than volunteering. For voters, a complicated formula allows one to opt out of Israeli citizenship and later opt back in.

* * *

Don’t try to tell Brigitte Schulz and Thomas Reuter about the West’s obligation to defend tiny Israel. Having spent the better part of five years in an array of Israeli dungeons, cells and vaults which would give a small dwarf claustrophobia, they might be forgiven for blanching at the Jewish perversion of Small is Beautiful. Schulz had her back used as a pin cushion (sewing needles), her nose used as an ash tray (live fags), and her entire body used as a punching bag. She escaped with a brain concussion and many days of vomiting. Reuter fared similarly.

In an interview published in Der Stern, the young German leftists denied any part in an alleged Palestinian plot to shoot down an El-Al airliner. Kidnapped à la Eichmann from poolside at their Nairobi hotel, they were whisked to the secret Gedera camp, only 25 miles southeast of Tel Aviv. A year would pass before their parents learned of their fate. In the meantime, torture had wrrenched confessions which they later denied before a military tribunal. Throughout the episode, the West German government showed a lo less determination in protecting its citizens’ rights than the Israelis showed in wringing pledges of silence and noninterference from the German officials.

With five years elapsed and still no credible evidence, the Israelis commuted their victims’ ten-year sentences for “disturbing Israeli communication lines.”

* * *

“The more you go to the rear, the more you find the Begin people. You simply find more doves on the front lines and more Ashkenazim than Sephardim (approximately 4 to 1) in the officer corps. The ones who want to annex everything and march to the Euphrates River are the ones you find in the support units.” So says Professor Yigal Elam...
of Tel Aviv University. A lot of Israel's European Jews are piqued by the fact that their dovish sons and husbands are doing the difficult and dangerous jobs in the military while the tough-talking "black lews," as the Sephardim are increasingly called, have little to lose from combat.

The racial experiences of Israel's Ashkenazim are almost enough to make an In- staurationist believe in a just God. There is scarcely a dilemma confronting the white world as a whole which does not have its miniature parallel among white Israelis. The Jewish Agency now reports that 220,000 Israelis are living in New York, 120,000 in Los Angeles, and 160,000 elsewhere in the United States. Many of these seem to be the relatively able white Jews who see that Israel's so-called "creeping Levantinization" is now creeping the way kudzu creeps across an abandoned Georgia farm. Columnist Georgie Anne Geyer bluntly states that "the [U.S. Congress] thinks it is dealing with no longer exists."

... ...

Prime Minister Begin still thinks of West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt as "an officer of the Führer." He can never forget the "German people." He believes that former French Prime Minister Giscard d'Estaing is "a man without principles"; and that France and Germany "have only one thing in their mind: selling a maximum of arms and buying oil at cheap prices." (Isn't that two things?)

With so low an opinion of the Western world, he would be happy to see it go without oil. "The Saudis can cut off oil to the West -- and so can we," crow one of his aides. What the Israelis mean is that the West fails to give them what they want, they will fly into Saudi Arabia and bomb every well.

The threat was carried to new lengths by a letter writer in the May 30 issue of Britain's The Economist. Prestigious publications are not given to printing idle taunts from just anyone. Some Denmark Firster who no one ever heard of can write as many angry epistles as he pleases to The Economist and rest assured that each will find its way into the wastebasket. But one Malcolm Lowe of Jerusalem, the claimed capital of a nation of 3½ million, can threaten nearly one billion Westerners in no uncertain terms. The text of Lowe's letter:

Sir: Your editorial on the AWACS deal with Saudi Arabia (May 2nd) discusses everything except the danger to the West. Were it not for American support, Israel would no longer have any reason to adopt a pro-Western stance. The EEC countries follow the same line as the Soviet Union on the PLO and arm Israel's enemies at least as eagerly, while denying arms to Israel itself.

By contrast, the Soviet Union has constantly reiterated its commitment to Israel's existence. The example of Ethiopia (among others) shows that it supports val­ued friends against both external enemies and internal opposition from subject mi­norities.

The AWACS deal therefore brings closer the day when Israel will be forced to choose between adopting a nuclear policy and seeking an alliance with the Soviet Union. What would either option imply for European oil supplies? And how is one to describe those European diplomats and politicians who are thus working to the West's ultimate detriment?

**Libya.** It is always interesting to find out what a human monster is thinking, because human monsters do think. The lib-min coa­lition, however, never lets on that its devils are motivated by anything but their vicious instincts. We have all been given plenty of chances to read the works of Marx, Lenin and Mao because these men aren't devils, except to conservatives, who of course don't count in this country, even though we are supposed to have just experienced a conservative landslide. Hitler, however, is another matter. His bible is banned in large parts of the world. Even in the U.S., Mein Kampf is only available when sanitized by copious anti-Nazi footnotes. It's as if the Balfour Declaration were only available with commentaries by Yasser Arafat.

But one modern devil is so devilish that not one in a million Americans has ever heard of the Green Book of Colonel Muammar Gaddafi, and not one in ten million has the slightest familiarity with the thoughts contained therein.

Some of the volume's salient points:

Spectator sports are asinine: everyone should participate in athletics and all sta­diums should be destroyed. Parliament don't represent people; they represent parties, so the poor people don't have a chance to be heard. In proletarian societies the working class, once it takes over, will quickly break up into factions which turn into new classes. The solution is the "popu­lar congress," composed of all the people of a district or town. Each popular congress chooses a secretariat, as do people's com­mittees, syndicates and unions. Out of all this electioneering emerges a General Peo­ple's Congress, a supreme policy-making body which meets once a year.

Gaddafi denies he is a leader and declares he "has put an end to government, govern­ors and presidents." He says that wage workers are slaves and that Libya has no wage workers. They are all "partners." Sav­ings are not permitted because no one needs more wealth than required to meet his needs -- an Islamic echo of a Marxist cliché.

A world revolution is necessary not to divide the wealth but to end "all materialist­ic conditions hindering woman from per­forming her natural role in life and driving her to carry out man's duties in order to be equal in rights." "All societies nowadays," Gaddafi asserts, "look upon women as no more than an article of merchandise. The East regards her as a commodity for buying and selling, while the West does not recog­nize her femininity."

Day-care centers are out. They turn chil­dren into chicks (and he doesn't mean that in a Hollywood sense). Divorce is O.K. and (pace the Ayatullah) the woman should be the owner of the family home.

Gaddafi takes a bleak view of the future. The yellows and the whites have dominat­ed. The day of the Negro approaches. The Green Book signs off with a statement by the publishers that the author's ideas flow from "ever developing and conflicting reality in search of whatever is best and most beautiful."

Gaddafi is not as smart as Aristotle when it comes to political science. Nor is he as stu­pid as Charles Reich or Alvin Toffler. A saint to some, a devil to Menahem Begin and to the U.S. State Department, which has all but severed diplomatic relations with him, he has a few devilishly surprising thoughts scattered among the prayerful nonsense. Let his sworn enemies in Beverly Hills and Tel Aviv produce a wiser book.

**Rhodesia.** Joshua Nkomo's Matabele tribesmen have been taking it on the chin, and everywhere else, lately -- not only from rival Robert Mugabe's Shona tribesmen, but also from the country's dwindling number of whites. Anent the recent siege of Bul­awayo, the outside world heard that 95 had died, then 200. Now white military sources report at least 3,000 dead, most of them Nkomo men. One company commander counted 500 bodies in his own battle zone.

The story is as familiar as it is tragic for "independent" black Africa. External forces install in power a weak portion of the indig­neous population which requires foreign aid to maintain control, thereby guarantee­ ing perpetual outside manipulation. The proud Ashanti were suppressed in Ghana, the clever Biafrans in Nigeria and the aristo­cratic Watussi in Ruanda-Urundi. Now the Matabele are being kept from exercising their natural superiority in Rhodesia.

Mugabe won in Bulawayo, but it was not really his victory or his people's. The Mata­bele, with their M25 tanks, troop carriers and Soviet field artillery were blasted out of the field by white-piloted fighter aircraft and white-manned armored cars with 105-mm guns. The "victorious" Shona remain use­less except as hit-and-run terrorists.
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Elsewhere in Black Africa. Capetown heart surgeon Christiaan Barnard calls Afri­
can independence a “myth.” Formalities aside, the last twenty years have seen in­
creasing black dependence on the outside world. Barnard lets UN statistics make his case for him. Fourteen countries have had zero or negative growth. Per capita food production for all of Africa has declined by an average of 1.3% annually (try compounding that rate over twenty years).

Agricultural and industrial production is off by 70% in Mozambique during five years of independence. The Ivory Coast is one of the few black countries to show improved agricultural production (more whites are there today than at independence). Three hundred white farmers in Zambia account for 65% of the agricultural output. Only whites can keep Zaire’s rich copper mines operating.

Barnard has good words for Andrew Young. Why criticize the man for saying that the Cubans brought stability to Angola? The record plainly shows that white withdrawal from Africa can only bring progressive deterior­ation or the stabilizing entry of other non-Africans.

“Teething problems”? Liberia is now a 134-year-old baby, and Ethiopia, never col­
onized, makes the rest of the continent look advanced.

Christiaan Barnard is another Afrikaner with fighting words:

The white man in Africa can also be­
come violent if provoked beyond endur­
ance. The white man has also fought for his place in the sun. Indeed, the Afrikaner fought the very first war of independence in Africa. And it was the Afrikaner who originated guerrilla warfare, here in Afri­ca. . . . We have rejected, and we still reject, the road of confrontation and vio­
ence. But if confrontation and violence is sprung upon us, do not think that the white man will succumb and run away. He can also partake in violence. And con­
frontation and violence does not neces­
arily mean that the black man will win.

Wherever whites remain in Africa, they must fight to stay. Wherever they have left, they are wanted back. One Ugandan ob­
erves, “If we were allowed to vote on whether or not to invite the British back to run Uganda, there would not be enough boxes in the country to contain the ‘yes’ votes.”

Idi Amin’s eight-year tyranny killed half a million, but life under current President Mil­
ton Obote is making Ugandans recall it with

nostalgia. Bananas go for $40 a bunch -- what a laborer earns in one month. Gaso­
line, when you can get it, has reached $250 a gallon. Public transportation no longer ex­
ists. Everyone is off the streets by dusk, when the shooting commences. Tea, coffee, cot­
ton and copper were valuable exports under the British; now domestic consumption outstrips production. Rebels are fighting “a strange kind of war” with the Ugandan Army: both sides shoot mainly at civilians.

South Africa. Ten Jews were elected to the South African Parliament in May -- an interesting story. Much more interesting is the fact they now constitute 38.5% of the seated members of one of the nation’s two major parties. Here is the political score­
board:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gentiles</th>
<th>Jews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National party</td>
<td>131 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Federal party</td>
<td>16 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This amount of direct Jewish representa­
tion in a major political party is probably unprecedented in Western political history.

Though the American media have been largely mum on the subject, white South Africa is rapidly polarizing. Rarely have election returns lent themselves so readily to deception. Here is what Americans were told about how the seats were divided:

| National party (sellout establishment) | 131 |
| Progressive Federal party (liberals) | 26 |
| New Republic party (near-liberals) | 8 |

Here is what most Americans were not told about the vote percentages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>53.12% (off 8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFP</td>
<td>18.17% (up 4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herstigte National party (NHP)</td>
<td>13.10% (up 10½%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRP</td>
<td>6.41% (off 4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NHP is, of course, the party of white power. It increased its vote significantly and captured (along with a smaller right-wing party) fully one-third of the Afrikaner vote. Since the Afrikaners, who always showed near unanimity in the past, are the key to the entire system, it would be an understatement to say that South Africa’s “moderate” leaders are immoderately nervous about the political situation.

The HNP received 191,249 votes, largely in Afrikaner districts and with only 50,000 more votes it would have won at least two dozen seats in Parliament. In contrast, the PFP, which wins big in Jewish and wealthy English districts, has no further growth poten­
tial. That is why Prime Minister Pieter W. Botha, though he would never admit it, is

becoming as sensitive to a party with zero seats as to one with 26 seats.

HNP leader Jaap Marais uses fighting lan­
guage: “My forebears fought two wars of independence for this country and we are not prepared to concede that we have lost this country, that we will lose this country in a sort of bloodless coup.”

* * *

On a recent visit to Cape Town, a German from South West Africa attended a movie that showed Jewish bodies being pushed into a pit at the close of World War II. A man two rows behind him became agitated and began passing strongly worded remarks in German. Recognizing him after the show, the man from what may soon be Namibia evidenced his displeasure at the display of bad manners. Came the reply: “Did you not recognize the driver in the bulldozer? It was I, pushing German bodies into a trench in Dresden.” He could even cite the date.

Japan. If there is a business journal in America which hasn’t surmised, at one time or another, that high Japanese and German productivity is partly owing to the “fortune­ate” destruction of old and obsolete plants by Allied bombers during World War II, we’d like to see it. The one factor which Americans have been afraid to mention, the human factor, is being fearlessly scrutinized in Tokyo. A Nikko Research Center poll of 49 Japanese firms with factories in the United States found 18% claiming that the quality of American labor is considerably poorer than in Japan. Forty-seven percent said that American worker productivity fell short of Japanese. Firms with West Coast factories complained of Mexican workers who cannot speak English. Absenteeism, transiency, limited skills and poor education were widely cited.

India. Assam’s “sons of the soil” are partial to Mahatma Gandhi buttons, worn prominently, and the reiteration of the Ma­
hatma’s nonviolent credo. This is one reason the world press is not too upset that Assam’s anti-immigrant uprising has taken about 250 lives since commencing in Oc­
tober 1979.

The Assamese are rightly bothered that 5 million aliens, mostly illegal and mostly Bengali, have crossed their frontier since 1951. Though the proportions would seem unexceptional to those conversant with ur­
ban demographics anywhere in the white world, the Assamese care enough about their identity to turn out in demonstrations up to 300,000 strong -- which is about 299,990 more than any White Survival demonstration in America has been able to muster.
The simple formula for Muscular Paciﬁstism, tender words and tough deeds in equal proportions (which modern whites always manage to get reversed), is paying handsome dividends for the Assamese. Student militants take negotiations with Prime Minister Indira Gandhi for granted and at last report the federal government has promised to build brick walls and wire fences along vulnerable sections of the frontier with Bangladesh.

Australia. Like any "legitimate" conservative regime, the government of Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser is Reaganizing a few federal expenditures, among them elective surgery beneﬁts. One beneﬁt that will not be pared is circumcision, even though only one in 200 Aussies belongs to a religion which forbids the conservation of the foreskin.

China. America's rapprochement with China, which was kicked off by Richard Nixon, was accompanied by salvos of media cockamamie about the great curative boon of acupuncture. Today, there are acupuncture clinics in many U.S. cities. Cued in by Chairman Mao, who ordered the revival of acupuncture, which he termed a great invention of Chinese medical science, American doctors have praised it highly and taken it quite seriously, at least according to TV anchorpersons. Today, when China is making an attempt to return to reason, Chinese doctors themselves are knocking acupuncture, which, medically speaking, is about on a par with bleeding patients with leeches. The inﬂuential Peking journal Wen Hui Bao says the practice was only resorted to by Chinese doctors during the Cultural Revolution when little else was available. Some physicians solved the problem and escaped Mao's all-seeing eye by giving their patients Western painkillers before they inserted their one- to four-inch needles, all the while repeating the Dr. Coué abracadabra that Mao forced them to incant over every patient: "Be resolute. Fear no sacriﬁce and surmount every difﬁculty to win victory." Now that the Great Helmsman has left the Celestial Kingdom for a less worldly one, doctors at Peking's largest hospital tell their patients that acupuncture is worthless.

Stirrings

Anti-ADL News
Liberty Lobby has announced that the Department of Justice will hear its charges that the ADL is operating in the U.S. as an unregistered foreign agent. At about the same time, a Liberty Lobby White Paper on the ADL was hand delivered to the White House, to every congressman and to the heads of several federal agencies. The address of Liberty Lobby is 300 Independence Ave., S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003.

Relocation Guide
The North American Anglo Alliance is urging a slow, progressive buildup of Majoritarian members in areas where blacks and Hispanics are hard to come by. As a "relocation guide," the NAAA compiled a list of the 13 states where black and Hispanic population percentages are lowest:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ﬁgures reveal two "heartlands" of contiguous states -- in New England and in the Northwest. (The latter area could include the state of Washington, which has a 5.5% black-Hispanic population.) As the NAAA points out in its newsletter Resurgence, the Northwest heartland is favored, one reason being its long frontier with Canadian provinces which have a high percentage of Anglos.

Boycotter Sued
The creators of "Public Assistance," the down-with-welfare game mentioned in two previous issues of Instauration, have ﬁled a $5.5 million damage suit against the City of New York. Plaintiffs claim that a NYC welfare ofﬁcer made it his special business to persuade store owners to boycott and ban the game. As far as we know, no NYC bureaucrats lobbied against "Class Struggle," a Marxist-oriented board game that came out several years ago.

Rape Data
The Prison Research Education/Action Project (PREAP) is preparing a book, New Responses to Sexual Aggression, which will include a great deal of information on prison rapes and will consider ways and means to protect prisoners from such ordeals, which have now become endemic in the country's jails. At present, the project is asking prisoners and ex-prisoners for speciﬁc details about the age, size, race and temperament of the assailants and the nature and methods of the assaults. The address of PREAP is Shoreham Depot Road, Orwell, VT 05760.

Integrate the Birds
An Instaurationist has sent us this letter, which was printed in a Midwest newspaper. It may or may not have been written by him.

Editor: Has anyone noticed the open and flagrant racism being practiced all around us? I'm referring to the insensitive, right-wing behavior of the birds.

Why don't we ever see, say, a robin and a blue jay tending the same nest? These creatures never raise families of lovely, uniquely proportioned mixed breeds. This sets bad examples for our children -- sending subtle racist bullets into their heads.

All our television shows point the way to racial mixing, while outside our windows bird racism is being practiced at the very same time. Of course, the birds intermingle and pretend to be integrated, while practicing the worst kind of racism by refusing to interbreed. And the distinctive breeding calls of each species, except for the hypocritical mockingbird, are actually subtle racist slurs.

Why haven't the ornithologists at our liberal university or the federal government done anything to remove this vestige of racism? How can we achieve true integration while racism in nature is being practiced all around us?

What is needed is a bird bill providing for the capture of large numbers of birds, forcing them to interbreed and overcome their racism. This could give culturally deprived birds an equal opportunity. Can anyone think of a better way to spend tax money than to help stamp out these natural remnants of social injustice?

The letter was signed C.O.B.S. (Committee Opposing Bird Segregation).

A Third Review?
Only two newspapers of any size ever ran a serious book review of The Dispossessed Majority, though review copies were sent to all the big-city dailies. The two exceptions
were the Charleston News & Courier, which carried an editorial about it, and the Charleston Evening News, which reviewed it.

Imagine our surprise the other day when we received in the mail a request for a review copy from the Independent Press-Telegram, a morning, evening and Sunday newspaper in Long Beach, California. Our joy, however, was somewhat tempered by the signature at the bottom of the letter, “Nat Hong, book editor.”

Instaurationists in Long Beach will please keep their fingers crossed while awaiting Mr. Hong’s review.

**Anglesaxisc Spraeclaga**

If you’re black you probably think Ebony or Jet are pretty good magazines. If you’re Jewish, no doubt mags like Commentary or Dissent are for you. If you’re Christian, you’ve probably got lots of church bulletins, Bible tracts or the Christian Science Monitor. On the other hand, if you’re of Northwest European extraction and into the culture and folk-religions thereof, perhaps you should look at a copy of a new publication: Vikingstaff: the Magazine of the Armchair Adventurer.

Vikingstaff is an eccentric but fascinating combination of all manner of fact and fancy, serious discussion and off-the-wall humor aimed at people who are just plain interested in things; all kinds of things. Articles printed or yet to come have titles ranging from The Ren of Sherlock Holmes to Anglesaxisc Spraeclaga.

For a free copy of Vikingstaff write to: Garman Lord, P.O. Box 318, Watertown, NY 13601.

**Hit Them Where It Hurts**

Some Instaurationists have “hot pens.” They bombard TV networks and program sponsors with letters about the dearth of art and the plethora of filth on the goggle box. The common theme of such messages is that the TV set will be turned off and the sponsors’ products boycotted until the network and the sponsor shape up.

Here is part of a letter a Tulsa Instaurationist sent to General Foods, a sponsor of “Archie Bunker’s Place” on CBS:

I deeply resent the shrewd but heavy-handed propaganda against people of Northern European descent which is the essence of this program. Seeing people of my race constantly portrayed as stupid, bungling bigots and members of certain racial minorities as enlightened, magnanimous heroes infuriates me, the repeated victim of crimes committed by members of the racial minorities in question.

Such vicious and effective psychological warfare against my race is, alas, all too common on television, a medium which seems to be largely controlled by people who are dedicated to the destruction of any psychological and moral strengths inherent in the majority racial components of the American population.

Henceforth I shall not only avoid buying products of your firm, but intend to inform others of the nature of your advertising.

One important point was left out of this letter, which otherwise carried a solid punch. The public relations officer or any high corporate official of a company as big as General Foods is likely to be a Majority member. By subsidizing TV “entertainment” which demeanes his own race, this official is essentially a racial turncoat. This point should be specifically emphasized in any letter of protest to any large corporation. These companies, as well as the networks themselves, are too big and too monopolistic to be afraid of any threats or boycotts. But every Majority member, no matter how degraded or debased, still has a little ethnic spark flashing inside of him. No one, least of all people with guilty consciences, likes to feel that someone, somewhere, is watching him. The racial traitor never, never wants to be reminded of what he is doing.

**Where Not to Go to College**

In many ways, choosing a college in these times is on the order of choosing between the seven circles of hell. Nothing daunted, Russell Kirk, a mild, restrained, intellectual conservative of the classical stripe (as opposed to the posing, Janus-faced, Holocaust-worshipping intellectual conservative of the Buckley stripe) still thinks that there are some differences among institutions of higher learning and advises college-bound students to considering the worst of the country’s many mind-deforming factories.

Kirk’s admonitions include staying away from activist, fun-and-games campuses and recently established vocational schools. He is particularly down on the liberal arts college newly converted into a business college. Shun the snobbish and expensive universities, Kirk warns, because “wisdom is not for sale.” Ugly colleges have a dampening effect on youthful imagination. So do boring professions.

Kirk has set down his ideas in a pamphlet that is available without cost from America’s Future, a fortnightly review of news, books and public affairs, 542 Main St., New Rochelle, NY 10801.

**Rightist Ink**

A new weekly at Dartmouth College, the Dartmouth Review, is giving the starts to the academic stuffed-head set in Hanover. It’s not exactly kosher conservative -- and race is strictly taboo -- but once in a while it gets uncomfortably close to the heart of the matter. The dynamo behind the Review is Gregory Fossedal, a senior described by his friends (and by Newsweek) as “brilliant” and “arrogant.” Come to think of it, “brilliant” left-wingers and minorityites are seldom “arrogant.”

The Review thursts and parries at feminists, black studies and the “sloth” induced by affirmative action programs. It wants the ROTC back on campus and more, not less, foreign wampum in South Africa. To celebrate World Hunger Day, Fossedal invited students to a lobster and champagne lunch.

The editor of the Review is Dinesh D’Souza, which is not too reassuring. But small beer is better than no beer. And the Review people do more than sling ink; they helped elect a maverick to the “don’t-make-laws” board of trustees, prompting dismayed establishmentarian Ed Scheu (‘46) to whisper, “a small group of dissidents is trying to take over.”

**Twenty-Five Percent is Enough**

The 68-story Trump Tower is rising several blocks from Rockefeller Center in mid-Manhattan. The construction crew is nearly 25 percent black. It takes guts to register a forceful protest against quota hiring in these circumstances. White hard-hats displayed such guts in June, when 60 members of a gang of Black Economic Survivalists picketed the site. Armed with bricks, pipes and sledgehammers, the workers drove the protesters back to their bus and slashed its tires. The cops saw it all, but elected to arrest no one.

**Change of Heart**

Elinor Dufy is a playwright, screenwriter and former liberal. She signed a petition to ban handguns, planned to sell her .38-caliber revolver, and could never understand why she had bought the durned thing — until one recent night when her gun became the only thing between her and the ice pick-wielding young black who had forced his way into her apartment.

The young man was so courteous, so eager to oblige — with that blue-steel Smith & Wesson staring him in the face. “Not until the sky turned a pale gray-blue” was Dufy able to sleep again. “When I woke I decided to go back to the gun range and practice.” So vividly did she recount her trauma that we suspect half of white Los Angeles will soon be out shooting with her.